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 India Sugar 
 New Measures Positive at the Margin but Supply Overhang Exists 
 

 New Government Measures — 1) Compulsory 5% ethanol blending; mandatory 

10% blending  from Oct 2009, priced at Rs21.5/litre; 2) Direct conversion of cane 
juice to ethanol permitted; 3) Export subsidies extended for another year;  4) Debt 
repayment schedule relaxed for sugar mills. 

 Marginal Impact — Near-term profit margins of sugar companies are unlikely to 

rise sharply on account of the new measures, but cash flow crunch would ease. 
While ethanol blending is a positive step, at Rs21.5/litre, direct conversion does 
not offer great economics to UP-based mills at current cane costs.  

 How Much Sugar Can Ethanol Replace? — Based on our analysis, 5% ethanol 

blending across India will take 1.14m tons of sugar out of the system and 10% 
blending 2.3m tons — not enough to curtail next year’s oversupply and lead to a 
dramatic turn in prices.  

 Supply Overhang Despite Exports of 3m Tons — Extension of export subsidies is 

positive, given that global prices remain weak. At an estimated 3m tons of sugar 
exports in FY08, 20.8m tons of consumption and 2.2m tons for ethanol, we expect 
excess sugar supply of 2.5m tons.     

 Cane Price Is Critical — Cane prices will determine near-term margins for sugar 

companies. At current prices, UP-based mills are incurring cash losses. UP is 
expected to announce new prices; unless there is a reduction, we do not see 
much earnings upside for either BHL or BRCM.  
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The government has announced new concessions for the Indian sugar industry, 
including: 1) 5% ethanol blending has been made compulsory, 10% blending 
is mandatory from Oct 2009, priced at Rs21.5/litre; 2) direct conversion of 
cane juice to ethanol has been permitted; 3) export subsidies have been 
extended for another year; and 4) debt repayment schedules for sugar mills 
have been relaxed. We believe that while these measures are positive for the 
sugar industry at the margin, they will not dramatically change the demand-
supply dynamics in the near term. South India and coastal-based mills look 
better positioned to benefit given their export advantages. 

How much sugar will ethanol absorb? 

By our estimates, total ethanol required for 5% nationwide blending in FY08E 
would be about 742m tons and for 10% blending 1,485m tons. By extension, 
these requirements would take away 1.14m tons and 2.28m tons sugar from 
the system, respectively — material, but not enough to reverse the oversupply, 
which we believe will persist for at least 12 more months.   

Do Ethanol Conversion Economics Work? 

We estimate that for Uttar Pradesh (UP)-based mills such as Bajaj Hindusthan 
and Balrampur Chini, the economics of direct conversion of cane juice to 
ethanol are weak. Currently, ethanol in India is manufactured from molasses, a 
byproduct of sugar. Switching to direct conversion for ethanol will allow sugar 
companies to increase the output of ethanol while cutting sugar output. We 
estimate that for a typical 10,000TCD sugar mill based in the North Indian 
state of UP, the cost of manufacturing up to the operating level will be 
Rs20.4/litre, using the direct conversion route. Our calculations are based on 
the current sugarcane price of Rs1,250/t and average sugar recovery of 10%.   

New Measures Positive at the Margin

Figure 1. Sugar to Ethanol Conversion  

 FY08E Units
Total Petrol Consumption 11 MT
Total Petrol Consumption 14850 Million Ltrs.
Ethanol required (5% blending) 742.5 Million Ltrs.
Sugar Foregone (65% conversion ratio) 1.14 Million Tons
% of Consumption 5.7 %
Ethanol required (10% blending) 1485 Million Ltrs.
Sugar Foregone (65% conversion ratio) 2.28 Million Tons
% of Consumption 11.4 %

Source: Company Reports and Citi Investment Research estimates 
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At an operating cost of Rs20.4/litre, manufacturing ethanol through the direct 
route is unlikely to leave much margin for the UP-based sugar companies, 
given the government’s proposed selling price of Rs21.5/litre. However, 
margins would improve if cane prices declined or recovery (or fructose content) 
was higher. In this regard the sugar mills in South India are at an advantage, 
benefiting from lower cane costs and higher recoveries. A key advantage for 
the North Indian mills would be curtailing sugar production by switching to 
ethanol, which may have a positive impact on sugar prices. At the proposed 
Rs21.5/kg price for ethanol, the sugar price parity is Rs14/kg based on our 
calculations. At this point, manufacturers would be indifferent between sugar 
and ethanol production.   

How much sugar will exit the system?  

According to our oil analyst, Rahul Singh, total ethanol required for 5% 
nationwide blending in FY08E would be about 742m tons, and 1,485m tons for 
10% blending. Based on these estimates, we calculate that 5% nationwide 
blending, if implemented, could potentially take 1.14m tons of sugar out of the 
system and 10% blending 2.28m tons of sugar.  

Figure 2. UP State Ethanol Manufacturing Economics — Direct Conversion Route 

 Value Units
Crushing Capacity              10,000 TCD
Crushing Season                   160 Days
Sugarcane Crushed          1,600,000  MT
Sugar Recovery 10% %
Sugar Quantity (in Juice)              16,00000  Ltrs.
Sugar to Alcohol Ratio                65.0  Ltrs / 100 Kg. of Sugar
Alcohol Production           1,040,000  Ltrs.
Fermentation Efficiency                     95  %
Distillation Efficiency                     98  %
Actual Alcohol Production        968,240.00  Ltrs.
  
Sugarcane Price Rs. / MT                1,250  Rs. / MT
Sugarcane Value                2,000  Rs. Million
  
COST OF PRODUCTION  
Sugarcane Cost                20.66  Rs. / Ltr.
Milling & Other Costs - Upto Clarified Juice                  1.75  Rs. / Ltr.
Conversion Cost - Clarified Juice to Ethanol                   2.50  Rs. / Ltr.
Total Production Cost                24.91  
Less: Recoveries from Cogeneration & Press Mud                  4.50  Rs. / Ltr.
Net Production Cost 20.4 Rs. / Ltr.

Source: Company Reports and Cit Investment Research estimates 

Figure 3. Sugar to Ethanol Conversion  

 FY08E Units
Total Petrol Consumption 11 MT
Total Petrol Consumption 14850 Million Ltrs.
Ethanol required (5% blending) 742.5 Million Ltrs.
Sugar Foregone (65% conversion ratio) 1.14 Million Tons
% of Consumption 5.7 %
Ethanol required (10% blending) 1485 Million Ltrs.
Sugar Foregone (65% conversion ratio) 2.28 Million Tons
% of Consumption 11.4 %

Source: Company Reports and Citi Investment Research estimates 
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Near-term supply overhang to persist 

While all factors point toward a possibility of a quick shift toward direct ethanol 
conversion, we expect the near-term supply overhang to cap sugar price 
upside to Rs14.0-14.5/kg over the next 12 months. (We are assuming Rs14/kg 
in our estimates for UP-based sugar companies.) Assuming a best-case 
scenario of 10% nationwide blending of fuel from FY08 and sugar companies 
swiftly moving toward direct ethanol production, sugar production should 
decline 2.2m tons, on our estimates. However, this would still leave a surplus 
of 2.5m tons and domestic sugar inventory of 13.4m tons (65.4% of 
consumption). As such, rising inventory levels are likely to keep sugar prices 
depressed, although a conversion parity of Rs14/kg between sugar and ethanol 
may result in sugar prices in North India moving toward the conversion parity. 
We, however, expect a turn in the sugar price cycle from the 2008E/09E sugar 
season, when we expect farmers to cut the area under sugarcane cultivation 
and thus lower sugar output. This should result in inventory depletion, which 
could get worse if direct conversion to ethanol is adopted.  

Is cost still the most important factor? 

The single most important near-term variable that can have a material impact 
on UP-based sugar company earnings is cane prices. The UP government is 
likely to set the cane price for the 07/08 crushing season, which is due to 
commence soon. A best-case scenario, of course, would be a reduction in cane 
prices. Given UP’s large farming community and the ensuing political 
pressures, we believe that this scenario is unlikely. A more likely scenario, in 
our view, is cane prices being left unchanged, at Rs1,250/t. However, UP- 
based mills may be extended interest-free loans to make cane payments (a 
demand of the UP government placed before the Central government). This 
would reduce the interest burden to a large extent.  

However, despite the loans, at a Rs1,250/t cane price (even if one assumes 
sugar prices move to Rs14/kg, at a 10% recovery rate), sugar companies in UP 
would still incur losses in the sugar business, and may switch the bulk of their 
production to ethanol (assuming that they are allowed and are able to carry out 
the necessary changes required for switching to the direct route). They may 
still end up making marginal profits on the distillery business, but the key 
would be cane prices being left unchanged.   

 

 

Figure 4. Indian Sugar Demand Supply Estimates (Million Tons) 

  FY04 FY05 FY06 FY07E FY08E FY09E
Opening Stock 11.6 8.5 4.7 4.4 10.9 13.4
Production 14.0 12.7 19.5 28.5 28.5 21.0
Imports 0.4 2 0 0 0 0
Total Availability 26.0 23.2 24.2 32.9 39.4 34.4
Domestic Consumption 17.3 18.5 19.2 20.0 20.8 21.4
Used for Ethanol   2.2 2.4
Exports 0.2 0 0.6 2 3 2
Total Requirement 17.5 18.5 19.8 22.0 26.0 25.8
Closing Stock 8.5 4.7 4.4 10.9 13.4 8.6
As % of Consumption 49.1 25.4 22.7 54.5 64.4 39.9

Source: ISMA and Citi Investment Research estimates 
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September quarter preview 

Our estimates for 4Q FY07 are shown in the table below. We forecast losses to 
continue in this quarter. 

Figure 7. Bajaj Hindusthan — September Quarter Results Preview 

Rs mn 4Q FY06 4Q FY07E %Change
Sales 3,681.7 4,058.1 10.2
Operating Expenses -3,145.4 -3,936.3 16.3
EBITDA 536.3 121.7 -88.9
Margin (%) 14.6 3.0 -2144 bps
Interest -15.6 -201.9 -454.8
Depreciation -157.9 -349.4 76.8
Other Income 129.3 139.3 1,111.3
PBT 492.1 -290.3 -130.1
Tax -110.1 95.8 -129.3
Tax Rate (%) -22.4 33.0 -86 bps
PAT 382.0 -194.5 -130.4
No of shares 141.1 141.1  
EPS 2.7 -1.4 -130.4

Source: Company and Citi Investment Research estimates 

 
 

Figure 5. Bajaj Hindusthan  — Sensitivity to FY08E Earnings to Cane Price  

Change (%) Sugarcane Cost (Rs./ Ton)  Profit (Rs Mn) % Divergence 
+5% 1312.5 1004.5 -54.9
+4% 1300.0 1249.2 -43.9
+3% 1287.5 1493.9 -32.9
+2% 1275.0 1738.6 -22.0
+1% 1262.5 1983.3 -11.0
Base Case  1250.0 2227.9 0.0
-1% 1237.5 2472.6 11.0
-2% 1225.0 2717.0 22.0
-3% 1212.5 2962.5 33.0
-4% 1200.0 3206.7 43.9
-5% 1187.5 3451.4 54.9

Source: Citi Investment Research estimates 

Figure 6. Balrampur Chini  — Sensitivity to FY08E Earnings to Cane Price  

Change (%) Sugarcane Cost (Rs./ Ton)  Profit (Rs Mn) % Divergence 
+5% 1312.5 1005.0 -36.8
+4% 1300.0 1122.0 -29.4
+3% 1287.5 1238.4 -22.1
+2% 1275.0 1355.0 -14.7
+1% 1262.5 1472.0 -7.4
Base Case  1250.0 1589.0 0.0
-1% 1237.5 1706.0 7.4
-2% 1225.0 1822.0 14.7
-3% 1212.5 1940.0 22.1
-4% 1200.0 2056.0 29.4
-5% 1187.5 2173.0 36.8

Source: Citi Investment Research estimates 
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Figure 8.  Balrampur Chini — September Quarter Results Preview 

Rs mn 6Q06 4Q07E % Change
Net Sales 3,882.2 3,494.0 -10.0
Total Expenditure -3,292.1 -3,354.2 1.9
EBITDA 590.1 139.8 -76.3
EBITDA Margin (%) 15.2 4.0 -1120 bps
Interest -70.0 -207.2 196.0
Depreciation -143.8 -205.2 42.7
Other Income 20.4 21.7 6.4
PBT 396.7 -250.9 -163.3
Tax -74.6 -50.2 -32.7
Tax Rate (%) 18.8 -20.0 -3881 bps
Net Profit 322.1 -301.1 -193.5
No of shares 248.2 264.2 6.4
EPS 1.3 -1.1 -187.8

Source: Company data and Citi Investment Research estimates 

 
Our price and volume assumptions are: 

Figure 9. Segmental Revenue Assumptions for 4Q07E 

4Q07E Bajaj Hindusthan Balrampur Chini
  
Sugar Volumes (m ton) 0.305 0.15
Sugar Realisations (Rs/ton) 13080 13,500.0
Sugar revenues                   3,989                   2,025 
  
Ethanol/Alcohol volumes (m Lit) 16.88 2.86
Ethanol real (Rs/lit) 21.84 21.5
Ethanol revenues (Rsm)                   368.7                     61.5 
  
Power Revenues  1,180.0
  
Others  10.0

Source: Citi Investment Research estimates 

 
Our replacement cost based valuations for the sugar companies are: 

Figure 10. Bajaj Hindusthan — Replacement Cost Analysis 

 Capacity (FY08E) Replacement cost per 
unit (Rs)

Replacement cost (Rs 
Million)

Sugar (TCD) 136000 300000 40800
Alcohol (KLPD) 800 3500000 2800
Co-generated Power (MW) 96 40000000 3840
MDF  2400
Total Replacement cost (Rs million) 49840
Total Debt (RsM) 17500
Replacement cost net of Debt (RsM) 32340
Per share replacement cost (Rs) 229.0
Discount to replacement cost (%) 15%
Price Target (Rs) 195.0

Source: Citigroup Investment Research estimates 
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Figure 11. Balrampur Chini — Replacement Cost Analysis 

 Capacity (FY08E) Replacement cost per 
unit (Rs)

Replacement cost (Rs 
Million)

Sugar (TCD) 73000 300000 21900
Alcohol (KLPD) 420 3500000 1470
Co-gen Power (MW) 74 40000000 2960
Total Replacement cost (Rs million) 26330
Total Debt (RsM) 4500
Replacement cost net of Debt (RsM) 21830
Per share replacement cost (Rs) 88.0
Discount to replacement cost (%) 15%
Price Target (Rs) 75.0

Source: Citigroup Investment Research estimates 

 

Bajaj Hindusthan (BJHN.BO - Rs177.00; 1M) 

Valuation: Our target price of Rs195 is based on a replacement cost analysis, 

to which we apply a 15% discount, given that the company is making cash 
losses. In this uncertain environment, we believe that asset replacement cost 
(net of debt) provides base valuations to the stock. We value its sugar assets at 
Rs300,000 per TCD, which for 136,000TCD gives a value of Rs40.8bn. We 
value the 800KLPD alcohol assets at Rs3.5m per KLPD, arriving at a value of 
Rs2.8bn for the assets. We value the co-generation assets at Rs3.8bn, based 
on Rs40m per MW valuation. Stripped out total debt of Rs17.5bn, the net asset 
valuation of BJH is Rs32.3bn or Rs229 per share. Applying a 15% discount, we 
arrive at our target price of Rs195. 

Risks: Although our quantitative risk-rating system, which tracks 260-day 

historical share price volatility, assigns a High Risk to the stock, we rate it as 
Medium Risk given that it has finished its first phase of capacity expansion. 
The sugar industry in general, and BHL in particular, faces significant risks, 
some of which are structural. Key downside risks are: (1) regulations and the 
possibility of government intervention in an industry with little pricing power; 
(2) sugarcane output is governed by agro-climatic factors; an adverse climate 
could lead to crop failures, affecting raw-material availability; and (3) specific 
to BJH is execution risk, as the company is aggressively expanding capacity. If 
the impact of these risks is greater than we expect, the share price will likely 
have difficulty reaching our target price.  

 

Balrampur Chini Mills (BACH.BO - Rs79.65; 2M) 

Valuation: Our target price of Rs75 is based on a 15% discount to the 

replacement cost of assets. We apply a 15% discount to reflect cash losses of 
the sugar business, which we believe will continue for the next 3-4 quarters. 
We believe that a discount to the replacement cost is warranted till the time 
cash losses continue. In such an uncertain environment, we believe that asset 
replacement cost (net of debt) will provide the base valuations to the stock. Our 
replacement cost analysis for BRCM is shown below. We value the sugar assets 
of BRCM at Rs300,000 per TCD, which for 73,000TCD gives a value of 
Rs21.9bn. We value the 420KLPD alcohol assets at Rs3.5m per KLPD, arriving 
at a value of Rs1.47bn for the assets. We value the 74MW surplus power co-
generation assets at Rs2.96bn, based on Rs40m per MW valuation. Stripping 
out total debt of Rs4.5bn, the net asset valuation of BRCM in our view is 
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Rs21.83bn or Rs88 per share. Applying a 15% discount to this yields a per 
share price of Rs75. 

Risks 

Although our quantitative risk-rating system, which tracks 260-day historical 
share price volatility, assigns a High Risk to the stock, we rate BRCM as 
Medium Risk given that the company has successfully completed part of its 
capacity expansion and has raised capital for the remaining capex. We believe 
execution and financial risks stand mitigated to a large extent. The following 
risks could impede the stock from reaching our target price: (1) Regulations 
and the possibility of government intervention in pricing in an industry that has 
little pricing power; (2) Sugarcane output is governed by various agro-climatic 
factors. An adverse climate could lead to crop failures, affecting raw-material 
availability; (3) The company is aggressively expanding capacity and any delay 
could hurt its near-term profitability; (4) BRCM is looking at investing in power 
generation, which is a highly regulated industry. Any changes in government 
regulations could hurt business prospects. The key upside risk would be if the 
UP government’s planned new sugar policy is more favorable than the earlier 
policy, which could significantly alter sentiment and drive the stock price 
beyond our price target.  
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inconsistent with the Product and, with respect to securities covered by the Product, will buy or sell from customers on a principal basis. 

This Product has been modified by the author following a discussion with one or more of the named companies. 

Securities recommended, offered, or sold by the Firm: (i) are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation; (ii) are not deposits or other obligations of any 
insured depository institution (including Citibank); and (iii) are subject to investment risks, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. Although 
information has been obtained from and is based upon sources that the Firm believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy and it may be incomplete and 
condensed. Note, however, that the Firm has taken all reasonable steps to determine the accuracy and completeness of the disclosures made in the Important Disclosures 
section of the Product. The Firm's research department has received assistance from the subject company(ies) referred to in this Product including, but not limited to, 
discussions with management of the subject company(ies). Firm policy prohibits research analysts from sending draft research to subject companies.  However, it should 
be presumed that the author of the Product has had discussions with the subject company to ensure factual accuracy prior to publication.  All opinions, projections and 
estimates constitute the judgment of the author as of the date of the Product and these, plus any other information contained in the Product, are subject to change without 
notice. Prices and availability of financial instruments also are subject to change without notice.  Notwithstanding other departments within the Firm advising the 
companies discussed in this Product, information obtained in such role is not used in the preparation of the Product.  Although Citi Investment Research does not set a 
predetermined frequency for publication, if the Product is a fundamental research report, it is the intention of Citi Investment Research to provide research coverage of 
the/those issuer(s) mentioned therein, including in response to news affecting this issuer, subject to applicable quiet periods and capacity constraints. The Product is for 
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informational purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of a security. Any decision to purchase securities mentioned in the 
Product must take into account existing public information on such security or any registered prospectus. 

Investing in non-U.S. securities, including ADRs, may entail certain risks. The securities of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with, nor be subject to the reporting 
requirements of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. There may be limited information available on foreign securities. Foreign companies are generally not 
subject to uniform audit and reporting standards, practices and requirements comparable to those in the U.S. Securities of some foreign companies may be less liquid and 
their prices more volatile than securities of comparable U.S. companies. In addition, exchange rate movements may have an adverse effect on the value of an investment in 
a foreign stock and its corresponding dividend payment for U.S. investors. Net dividends to ADR investors are estimated, using withholding tax rates conventions, deemed 
accurate, but investors are urged to consult their tax advisor for exact dividend computations. Investors who have received the Product from the Firm may be prohibited in 
certain states or other jurisdictions from purchasing securities mentioned in the Product from the Firm. Please ask your Financial Consultant for additional details.  
Citigroup Global Markets Inc. takes responsibility for the Product in the United States. Any orders by US investors resulting from the information contained in the Product 
may be placed only through Citigroup Global Markets Inc. 

The Citigroup legal entity that takes responsibility for the production of the Product is the legal entity which the first named author is employed by.  The Product is made 
available in Australia to wholesale clients through Citigroup Global Markets Australia Pty Ltd. (ABN 64 003 114 832 and AFSL No. 240992) and to retail clients through Citi 
Smith Barney Pty Ltd. (ABN 19 009 145 555 and AFSL No. 240813), Participants of the ASX Group and regulated by the Australian Securities & Investments Commission.  
Citigroup Centre, 2 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000.  The Product is made available in Australia to Private Banking wholesale clients through Citigroup Pty Limited (ABN 88 
004 325 080 and AFSL 238098). Citigroup Pty Limited provides all financial product advice to Australian Private Banking wholesale clients through bankers and 
relationship managers.  If there is any doubt about the suitability of investments held in Citigroup Private Bank accounts, investors should contact the Citigroup Private 
Bank in Australia.  Citigroup companies may compensate affiliates and their representatives for providing products and services to clients.  The Product is made available 
in Brazil by Citigroup Global Markets Brasil - CCTVM SA, which is regulated by CVM - Comissão de Valores Mobiliários, BACEN - Brazilian Central Bank, APIMEC - 
Associação Associação dos Analistas e Profissionais de Investimento do Mercado de Capitais and ANBID - Associação Nacional dos Bancos de Investimento.  Av. Paulista, 
1111 - 11º andar - CEP. 01311920 - São Paulo - SP.  If the Product is being made available in certain provinces of Canada by Citigroup Global Markets (Canada) Inc. 
("CGM Canada"), CGM Canada has approved the Product.  Citigroup Place, 123 Front Street West, Suite 1100, Toronto, Ontario M5J 2M3.  The Product may not be 
distributed to private clients in Germany. The Product is distributed in Germany by Citigroup Global Markets Deutschland AG & Co. KGaA, which is regulated by 
Bundesanstalt fuer Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin).  Frankfurt am Main, Reuterweg 16, 60323 Frankfurt am Main.  If the Product is made available in Hong Kong by, 
or on behalf of, Citigroup Global Markets Asia Ltd., it is attributable to Citigroup Global Markets Asia Ltd., Citibank Tower, Citibank Plaza, 3 Garden Road, Hong Kong.  
Citigroup Global Markets Asia Ltd. is regulated by Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission.  If the Product is made available in Hong Kong by The Citigroup Private 
Bank to its clients, it is attributable to Citibank N.A., Citibank Tower, Citibank Plaza, 3 Garden Road, Hong Kong.  The Citigroup Private Bank and Citibank N.A. is regulated 
by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority.  The Product is made available in India by Citigroup Global Markets India Private Limited, which is regulated by Securities and 
Exchange Board of India.  Bakhtawar, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400-021.  The Product is made available in Indonesia through PT Citigroup Securities Indonesia.  5/F, 
Citibank Tower, Bapindo Plaza, Jl. Jend. Sudirman Kav. 54-55, Jakarta 12190.  Neither this Product nor any copy hereof may be distributed in Indonesia or to any Indonesian 
citizens wherever they are domiciled or to Indonesian residents except in compliance with applicable capital market laws and regulations. This Product is not an offer of 
securities in Indonesia. The securities referred to in this Product have not been registered with the Capital Market and Financial Institutions Supervisory Agency 
(BAPEPAM-LK) pursuant to relevant capital market laws and regulations, and may not be offered or sold within the territory of the Republic of Indonesia or to Indonesian 
citizens through a public offering or in circumstances which constitute an offer within the meaning of the Indonesian capital market laws and regulations.  If the Product 
was prepared by Citi Investment Research and distributed in Japan by Nikko Citigroup Limited ("NCL"), it is being so distributed under license.  If the Product was prepared 
by NCL and distributed by Nikko Cordial Securities Inc. or Citigroup Global Markets Inc. it is being so distributed under license. NCL is regulated by Financial Services 
Agency, Securities and Exchange Surveillance Commission, Japan Securities Dealers Association, Tokyo Stock Exchange and Osaka Securities Exchange. Shin-Marunouchi 
Building, 1-5-1 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-6520 Japan.  In the event that an error is found in an NCL research report, a revised version will be posted on Citi 
Investment Research's Global Equities Online (GEO) website.  If you have questions regarding GEO, please call (81 3) 6270-3019 for help.  The Product is made available in 
Korea by Citigroup Global Markets Korea Securities Ltd., which is regulated by Financial Supervisory Commission and the Financial Supervisory Service.  Hungkuk Life 
Insurance Building, 226 Shinmunno 1-GA, Jongno-Gu, Seoul, 110-061.  The Product is made available in Malaysia by Citigroup Global Markets Malaysia Sdn Bhd, which is 
regulated by Malaysia Securities Commission.  Menara Citibank, 165 Jalan Ampang, Kuala Lumpur, 50450.  The Product is made available in Mexico by Acciones y Valores 
Banamex, S.A. De C. V., Casa de Bolsa, which is regulated by Comision Nacional Bancaria y de Valores.  Reforma 398, Col. Juarez, 06600 Mexico, D.F.  In New Zealand the 
Product is made available through Citigroup Global Markets New Zealand Ltd., a Participant of the New Zealand Exchange Limited and regulated by the New Zealand 
Securities Commission.  Level 19, Mobile on the Park, 157 lambton Quay, Wellington.  The Product is made available in Poland by Dom Maklerski Banku Handlowego SA an 
indirect subsidiary of Citigroup Inc., which is regulated by Komisja Papierów Wartosciowych i Gield.  Bank Handlowy w Warszawie S.A. ul. Senatorska 16, 00-923 Warszawa.  
The Product is made available in the Russian Federation through ZAO Citibank, which is licensed to carry out banking activities in the Russian Federation in accordance 
with the general banking license issued by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation and brokerage activities in accordance with the license issued by the Federal Service 
for Financial Markets.  Neither the Product nor any information contained in the Product shall be considered as advertising the securities mentioned in this report within the 
territory of the Russian Federation or outside the Russian Federation.  The Product does not constitute an appraisal within the meaning of the Federal Law of the Russian 
Federation of 29 July 1998 No. 135-FZ (as amended) On Appraisal Activities in the Russian Federation.  8-10 Gasheka Street, 125047 Moscow.  The Product is made 
available in Singapore through Citigroup Global Markets Singapore Pte. Ltd., a Capital Markets Services Licence holder, and regulated by Monetary Authority of Singapore.  
1 Temasek Avenue, #39-02 Millenia Tower, Singapore 039192.  The Product is made available by The Citigroup Private Bank in Singapore through Citibank, N.A., Singapore 
branch, a licensed bank in Singapore that is regulated by Monetary Authority of Singapore.  Citigroup Global Markets (Pty) Ltd. is incorporated in the Republic of South 
Africa (company registration number 2000/025866/07) and its registered office is at 145 West Street, Sandton, 2196, Saxonwold. Citigroup Global Markets (Pty) Ltd. is 
regulated by JSE Securities Exchange South Africa, South African Reserve Bank and the Financial Services Board.  The investments and services contained herein are not 
available to private customers in South Africa.  The Product is made available in Taiwan through Citigroup Global Markets Inc. (Taipei Branch), which is regulated by 
Securities & Futures Bureau.  No portion of the report may be reproduced or quoted in Taiwan by the press or any other person.  No. 8 Manhattan Building, Hsin Yi Road, 
Section 5, Taipei 100, Taiwan.  The Product is made available in Thailand through Citicorp Securities (Thailand) Ltd., which is regulated by the Securities and Exchange 
Commission of Thailand.  18/F, 22/F and 29/F, 82 North Sathorn Road, Silom, Bangrak, Bangkok 10500, Thailand. The Product is made available in United Kingdom by 
Citigroup Global Markets Limited, which is authorised and regulated by Financial Services Authority.  This material may relate to investments or services of a person 
outside of the UK or to other matters which are not regulated by the FSA and further details as to where this may be the case are available upon request in respect of this 
material.  Citigroup Centre, Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5LB.  The Product is made available in United States by Citigroup Global Markets Inc, which is 
regulated by NASD, NYSE and the US Securities and Exchange Commission.  388 Greenwich Street, New York, NY 10013.  Unless specified to the contrary, within EU Member 
States, the Product is made available by Citigroup Global Markets Limited, which is regulated by Financial Services Authority.  Many European regulators require that a firm 
must establish, implement and make available a policy for managing conflicts of interest arising as a result of publication or distribution of investment research. The 
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policy applicable to Citi Investment Research's Products can be found at www.citigroupgeo.com.  Compensation of equity research analysts is determined by equity 
research management and Citigroup's senior management and is not linked to specific transactions or recommendations.  The Product may have been distributed 
simultaneously, in multiple formats, to the Firm's worldwide institutional and retail customers.  The Product is not to be construed as providing investment services in any 
jurisdiction where the provision of such services would be illegal. Subject to the nature and contents of the Product, the investments described therein are subject to 
fluctuations in price and/or value and investors may get back less than originally invested. Certain high-volatility investments can be subject to sudden and large falls in 
value that could equal or exceed the amount invested. Certain investments contained in the Product may have tax implications for private customers whereby levels and 
basis of taxation may be subject to change. If in doubt, investors should seek advice from a tax adviser.  The Product does not purport to identify the nature of the specific 
market or other risks associated with a particular transaction.  Advice in the Product is general and should not be construed as personal advice given it  has been prepared 
without taking account of the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Accordingly, investors should, before acting on the advice, consider the 
appropriateness of the advice, having regard to their objectives, financial situation and needs. Prior to acquiring any financial product, it is the client's responsibility to 
obtain the relevant offer document for the product and consider it before making a decision as to whether to purchase the product. 

This Product is not intended for distribution in Poland.  Any receipt or review of the Product in Poland is not authorized by the Firm. 

© 2007 Citigroup Global Markets Inc. (© Nikko Citigroup Limited, if this Product was prepared by it). Citi Investment Research is a division and service mark of Citigroup 
Global Markets Inc. and its affiliates and is used and registered throughout the world. Citigroup and the Umbrella Device are trademarks and service marks of Citigroup or 
its affiliates and are used and registered throughout the world. Nikko is a registered trademark of Nikko Cordial Corporation. All rights reserved. Any unauthorized use, 
duplication, redistribution or disclosure is prohibited by law and will result in prosecution. The information contained in the Product is intended solely for the recipient and 
may not be further distributed by the recipient. The Firm accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties. The Product may provide the addresses of, or 
contain hyperlinks to, websites. Except to the extent to which the Product refers to website material of the Firm, the Firm has not reviewed the linked site. Equally, except to 
the extent to which the Product refers to website material of the Firm, the Firm takes no responsibility for, and makes no representations or warranties whatsoever as to, the 
data and information contained therein.  Such address or hyperlink (including addresses or hyperlinks to website material of the Firm) is provided solely for your 
convenience and information and the content of the linked site does not in anyway form part of this document.  Accessing such website or following such link through the 
Product or the website of the Firm shall be at your own risk and the Firm shall have no liability arising out of, or in connection with, any such referenced website. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST 


